UK 101 / UK 201:  ONLINE TUTORIAL ASSESSMENT  
DEGREE PLANNER (APEX) TUTORIAL: “GETTING STARTED”  

INSTRUCTOR KEY

True_______1.)  Degree Planner (APEX) is accessed thru myUK.  
Students log onto Degree Planner (APEX) directly from myUK.

False_______2.)  Degree Planner (APEX) will not allow me to explore other majors or minors.

Any student can explore any major/minor which has been programmed into Degree Planner (APEX) by simply running a “what If” audit. This allows each student to explore other majors/minors to determine their interests.

True_______3.)  When running an audit it may take up to 3 minutes to process each audit.

Typically this is the maximum time it takes for the audit to produce.

True_______4.)  The red X's on my audit indicate requirements that are not complete.

The red X's next to a requirement indicates that it has not been completed. Students can click on the actual requirement to determine what course(s) will complete it.

False_______5.)  If I have questions about my degree audit I should discuss these questions with my roommate.

A student should always discuss questions about their degree audit with their academic advisor and not their roommate or friends. Their advisor can get issues resolved if there are problems with their degree audit.